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Combining nutrition and know-how with quality recipes that pack a powerhouse punch, Victoria
Boutenko reintroduces long neglected fruits, vegetables, and greens in probably the most
persuasive style for the busy lives: with fast prep and delicious results. We may not be obviously ill,
but may suffer from lack of focus, insomnia, sluggishness, or any web host of symptoms caused
by nutritional insufficiency. Green Smoothie Revolution will take aim at this silent epidemic by
restoring balance to our diets. blend well) and enough range to keep taste buds happy and
nutrients from the wealth of options.Thanks to processed and fast foods, getting overworked, and
feeling stressed while taking in on the fly, it really is increasingly difficult for most of us to eat
anywhere near a balanced diet plan. Featuring 200 quality recipes, Green Smoothie Revolution
gives both simpleness (4 ripe pears, 1 bunch parsley, 2 cups water; 
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Great source and great 'bang for the buck'--and for a wholesome habit that tastes great. It was
certainly worth the price for me because I wanted it for dishes which it provides plenty of. It also
includes a fair amount of background info and cautions. Vitamix contains it in a few of their blender
packages. Boutenko waits until page 53 to tell you that you really should have powerful blender like
the Vitamix or Blendtec in order to get the advantage of using the peels of fruit such as for example
mangoes without burning up your blender. Now that my body is used to green smoothies, I can tell
that my own body is almost anticipating the smoothy as I am making one. One is certainly a
nutrient analysis of the recipes -- preferably as a percentage of a daily allowance, not really mg or
IU which would require mutiplication and/or long division to convert to daily allowance. as with all
lifestyle changes, your results will vary. I would have paid a couple of dollars even more for that
information. Which means this book is an excellent recipe resource; I finished up making my very
own keyed to substances. Kale is found in six beginner dishes, but they are separated by several
webpages.As a disclaimer, I am NOT a person that only eats raw foods, nor am I a vegetarian or
vegan. Lots of green smoothie concepts, lots of hard to find greens I like the book. vegetable (green)
smoothies to your diet, or if you already beverage green smoothies but want some range in your
smoothies--then this may perfectly be the (recipe) publication for you.We were left with a small
number of "head to" recipes, that we always get back to. Overall, the author will not obtain
preachy, but rather assumes you are intelligent enough to see these benefits, and are motivated to
incorporate them into your daily life.. Most of the details regarding fruit & however, since we typically
just "suddenly feel just like a green smoothie", we never appeared to have all of the right ingredients
for many of the smoothies.We by no means became fans of the "puddings" or some of the more
exotic recipes. Given the low price of the publication (I purchased the paperback), you truly owe it to
you to ultimately investigate this technique of upping your greens intake significantly. We guessed
wrong and acquired a hilarious time trying to suppress the gag-reflex. Five Stars Love thisOverall an
excellent reserve, but we only work with a small amount of it, hence the three stars. Great quality
recipes for a healthy habit & food choice If you are thinking about adding fruit & It includes a large
amount of helpful ideas - especially for those of us who are vegan or don't perform dairy, and who
focus on food combining (a good bit). It's a great recipe resource that has re-energized my desire &
I would highly recommend this publication to anyone that is either new to green smoothies or
currently drinks them. And it's all compiled in one source book that I now retain in my kitchen and
refer to several times weekly. Since greens are one ingredient she cautions to rotate -- not to utilize
the same green day after day -- why not offer an index if she didn't group the dishes by a key
ingredient.. veggie smoothies seems either naturally fitted to the raw-fooders/vegies/vegans, or at
least inherently pointed within their direction.Don't get me wrong.. The book educates without going
into lots of arcane detail, although some may want for more specialized, "science-y" content (that I
myself do not care). I love fruits, greens, and vegetables. I am not slavishly mounted on the (food)
ideologies that often appear to swirl around the 'literature' of the healthy-eating proponents. I also eat
chicken, red meats, and seafood.Proof positive that one can enjoy the dishes without 'joining the
revolution'. Personally i think great after I drink green smothies, and drinking them has actually
improved my health--and my body really likes them. But, there are two things I would like to have
included.The downside of drinking green smoothies regularly is that the green smoothies themselves
may become very monotonously repetitive. The next thing I would have liked can be an index of
sorts. it offers injected the 'spice of variety' into the healthful habit of drinking green smoothies.
intention to drink green smoothies with the addition of a great deal of variety to the smoothies I
make. And I've put my cash where my mouth area is... When close friends express a genuine
interest in green smoothies, I just send them a copy of this book.quality recipes for your $450



blender I love this book. That said, I am a 'noiseless fan' of green smoothies. Simple introduction to a
readily adoptable method of improving nutrition Good basic information about "green smoothies",
and the advantages of drinking them.. Some of the quality recipes leave someone to guess at just
how much a "piece of aloe leaf" really is. I'm a believer (mainly) Three Stars Satisfied Four Stars Nice
recipes. Become familiar with quickly that you should plan your menus forward very specifically, to
obtain your fresh greens, vegetables and fruits/berries at least every week, so as to minimize or
eliminate any wasted purchases, and support consistent daily consumption. When you can "develop
your own", more capacity to you, but most urban dwellers would want to acquaint themselves with
an excellent market that provides a consistent way to obtain local organics, such as for example
PCC (in the Seattle/Puget Sound region, where I live), or farmer's marketplaces/co-op's, for
example. I think if you actively shopped for smoothie elements constantly, you might have better
achievement. Didn't read any of the "testimonial" stuff though; Sure, I can work with a diet analysis
plan on a computer, but then so could she and saved us readers considerable time. :-) Great
condition, speedy delivery Great stuff - been doing the smoothies every since Good read Just a little
kooky, but overall pretty good advice. Plenty of tasty, an easy task to prepare recipes, mostly with
ingredients that can be found in most markets (my recommendation: obtain locally grown organics
exclusively, if you can manage it). Four Stars Plenty of great recipes Great book. Introduces some
scientific facts After watching a juicing documentary on Netflix I became enthusiastic about figuring
out how I possibly could do the same. Five Stars Great informat. Prompt delivery. It was worthwhile,
but I've never tried to puke so hard in my life ( aloe can activate the gag reflex).
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